can be seen walking the halls lined with colorful murals, welcome

Experience the ‘Living Museum’ at Robert Service Space Oct. 4. The new space is at 2402 Vanderbilt Place in

Student Organizations, Leadership and Service, an office of

to exceed three hours. Tennessee’s early voting period is Oct. 19 to

Voting policy for VU employees; TN early voting

been named a Top 25 Diversity Leader for 2022 by

Dr. André L. Churchwell, vice chancellor for outreach, inclusion and

Faculty and staff invited to join Military and

Veterans Employee Affinity Group and attend the Salute to

Veterans Employee Affinity Group

and Veterans Employee Affinity Group

out plan for his major. That initially made him nervous, but the first-

Student Life Center Ballroom on Tuesday, Oct. 18, from 1 to 2:15

informational event for prospective mentors and mentees at the

investment in graduate education.

The Graduate School, in partnership with deans across multiple

Provost makes new $5M annual investment to

education.

oldest and largest diversity-focused publication in higher

School of Nursing earns 2022 ‘INSIGHT Into

Research on intersex experience highlights

society.

America. Among the topics covered was how art can offer hope

faculty earlier this fall to discuss the state of racial justice in

Dr. André L. Churchwell, vice chancellor for outreach, inclusion and

practice.

homelands, the panel will discuss how providers can address

Native Americans residing in urban communities or away from their

in Native American populations, including historical trauma,

Tribal social determinants of health (SDOH) have unique histories

Advancing Health Equity for Native Americans

first and foremost, I am a Native American. That is the first box that

is checked on my driver’s license. First, because I am Native

American. That is the first box that

is checked on my driver’s license. First,

enlighten the community and my own identity, I will hold fast to a poem one of my dear sisters

As I reflect on the contributions, resilience and power of the Native American

and hopefully at least one of

November fueling myself with indigenous art and content, and I invite you to do

falsehoods embedded in this myth.

marked by bloody massacres, disease, theft of tribal lands, removal and

between colonists and Native peoples was the beginning of a tragic history

winter, ultimately gathering around a shared table to celebrate a meal of peace

so many. Whereas American children are often taught how the Natives

And then there’s Thanksgiving, which is the antithesis of a “heritage holiday” to

holidays happen in November. This month

Uplifting Native American voices

to one whole voice that is you.

To sky, to earth, to sun, to moon

“Eagle Poem” by Joy Harjo

shared with me recently:

In beauty.

Inside us.

True circle of motion,

With sacred wings.

In wind, swept our hearts clean

Like eagle that Sunday morning

Can’t know except in moments

That you can’t see, can’t hear;

To one whole voice that is you.

Linzie M. Treadway, Ph.D.

In beauty.

Inside us.

True circle of motion,

With sacred wings.

In wind, swept our hearts clean

Like eagle that Sunday morning

Can’t know except in moments

That you can’t see, can’t hear;

To one whole voice that is you.

To sky, to earth, to sun, to moon

“Eagle Poem” by Joy Harjo